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UNDER THE HOOD
The Transfer of Competency: Teach your managers how to maximize business performance by understanding and harnessing the power of their employee culture. 


LEARN MORE















TOUGH TIMES:

TOUGHER TEAMS
What is the surest, fastest way through the fog of the pandemic and its impact on your company, your culture, and your customers?




DOWNLOAD WHITE PAPER



















SLAP’S renowned expertise is in understanding exactly how manager, employee, and customer cultures really work.

And how to get yours to really work for you.


The True Definition of Culture
















1. WHY WE GET THE CALL

Three things. Or everything.










Urgency.

“We need to execute on a critical internal transformation or go-to-market strategy." "The plan is ready to launch right now or it’s coming soon, and it has to work.”




Frustration.

“It’s another year and with so much wasted energy: Another strategic kick off." "Another one-team initiative." "Another ad campaign. More discounting." "The only way this year’s strategy is going to move forward is when it’s slammed from behind by next year’s strategy.”




Desire.

“Since we have managers and employees, we’re going to provide the most fulfilling, productive career they could ever have." "Since we have customers, we’re going to set the bar so high for the quality of our customer experience, no competitor will ever reach it.”














For 24 years, in 44 countries, SLAP has achieved billions of dollars of performance improvement for many successful, demanding companies.

The kind that don’t include “Patience” on their list of corporate values.


















2. WHO CALLS:

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

They've seen it all. They choose SLAP.









































































A great culture is a committed culture. Its commitment can be measured by any performance metric you use to manage your business.



LET'S TALK MEASURABLE RESULTS
















3. HOW WE ANSWER THE CALL: 
THE SLAP SOLUTIONS

Unique and Contrarian. Proven and Measurable.












TOUGH TIMES
TOUGHER TEAMS

What is the surest, fastest way through the fog of the pandemic and its impact on your company, your culture, and your customers? Where do you start? Whose guidance do you trust?

Designed For: ALL MANAGERS, ALL LEVELS

More Information









BURY MY HEART AT CONFERENCE ROOM B

Achieves emotional commitment from your managers, which translates into them taking on company success like a personal crusade.

Designed For: ALL MANAGERS, ALL LEVELS

More Information









BRAND STRATEGY

Achieves true brand status. Your customers will advertise and sell for you and protect you if you stumble or get attacked.

Designed For: FOR CEO AND C-SUITE

More Information














UNDER THE HOOD
 ANALYSIS AND ACTION

Reveals any hesitation of your manager and employee cultures to deliver on your transformation and performance goals. Then shows exactly how to recalibrate commitment to a maximum level.

Designed For: CEO, C-SUITE

More Information










HEAVEN

Achieves your spectacular, signature customer experience — affordable, feasible, and designed by your own culture. The key to true customer centricity.

Designed For: ALL BUSINESS UNITS, INCLUDING SALES AND SUPPORT

More Information









KEYNOTES

A summary of any SLAP solution delivered in keynote form. Will wake and shake your audiences, confirm common purpose and immediate actionable steps.

Designed For: ALL MANAGERS, ALL HANDS, CUSTOMER EVENTS

More Information














UNDER THE HOOD
TRANSFER OF COMPETENCY

Allows every manager to gain the commitment of their own culture to the success of company transformation and performance goals. Creates goal unity, focus, and commitment from every B.U. and team.

Designed For: ALL MANAGERS, ALL LEVELS

More Information












BACK TO THE GARAGE

Achieves context for management actions that causes your culture to protect the company. Gives your culture an emotional reason to believe and contribute to company success.

Designed For: CEO AND C-SUITE.

More Information










BOOKS

From our own New York Times, Wall St. Journal, and USA Today bestselling author, Stan Slap. Available wherever books are sold, in whatever form, including audio read by Stan.

Designed For: ALL MANAGERS, ALL LEVELS

More Information
















THE NEW VIRTUAL VERSIONS OF OUR SOLUTIONS

We’re thrilled that the in-person versions of SLAP solutions have earned a worldwide reputation for their unique, extraordinary impact. Like you, we hadn’t planned on the Age of Human Contact screeching to a halt in our lifetime and look forward to its resurgence. In the meantime, we have spent many months redeveloping our solutions for virtual delivery.

The SLAP team that developed the original versions has built these virtual versions, with lots of input/interference from Stan Slap. They are based on the same unique IP. They retain the same focus on measurable business outcomes and transfer of competency, the same big epiphanies, the same actionable steps. And they remain immaculately empathetic to the real and surreal world of a manager. Our facilitation team has been certified in the new versions, so they’ll be presented to your managers with the same skill.

We are confident that the virtual versions are of the ridiculously high standard set for the in-person versions.
















Let's talk measurable results
















4. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE ANSWER:

SOME TESTIMONIALS

The only one that's missing is yours. Let's fix that.













“There is no one on this planet that better understands how to get desired cultural response than SLAP. Over the last fifteen years I have deployed them in three companies doing battle in intensely competitive markets.

“They have never failed to deliver outstanding results.”




Michael Decesare
President, McAfee








“When I first took over our $12-billon channel business, our CEO Mark Hurd sent me a one-sentence email that said, ‘You are now in charge of the worst-running organization in the entire company.’ Two years later, he sent me another email that said, ‘You are now in charge of the best-running organization in the entire company.’

“The difference was SLAP. Their value and ROI are unquestionable.”




Adrian Jones
Senior Vice President, Hewlett-Packard








“I can say without hesitation that SLAP changed the potential of our entire company.”




Karla Stephens
Chief Executive Officer Central and Eastern Europe, Vodafone








“SLAP has made a significant, long-term difference in the commitment of our managers and their ability to achieve results through others. Their methods were transformational for me and for our entire organization.”




Kathleen Hogan
Chief People Officer, Microsoft








“SLAP was the primary reason that we were able to make massive operating changes without disrupting our all-important culture and soul. They helped us grow our most profitable division by 300%.

“Our executive team voted the SLAP company as one of the ten most important things to ever happen to our company.”




Chris Tobey
Executive Vice President, Warner Music Group








“Experiencing SLAP’s cultural process was like taking the red pill in The Matrix. Everything was suddenly revealed for our executive team.”




Mark Komine
Senior Vice President of Sales, Hilton








“I have never met anyone who knows more about culture than Stan Slap.”




Robert Hohman
Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Glassdoor.com








“Before SLAP, my division was losing $116M a year. After SLAP, we’re $100M to the good and we’ve gained 10% market share even after raising our prices 3%. I absolutely credit them as the driving force behind our turnaround.

When I brought SLAP into our company I billed them as ‘potentially life changing.’ Their work delivered on that promise and continues to do so.”




William Mayo
General Manager of the International Truck Engine Division, Caterpillar








“Whenever I meet with Stan Slap, I don’t know whether to write down everything he says or leap across the desk and strangle him.”




Jack Calhoun
Chief Executive Officer, Banana Republic








“The brilliance of the SLAP company’s solutions lies in their radical ideas. They are the crown jewel in Oracle’s management development curriculum and justifiably the highest rated development process in our company’s history.

We rate SLAP as an exceptional contributor to our business performance.”




Elizabeth Wiseman
Corporate Vice President/Head of Oracle University, Oracle








When you think of computers, think of Steve Jobs. When you of e-commerce, think Jeff Bezos. When you think of culture, think Stan Slap. His work is the best I've ever seen.



Brendon Cook
Chief Executive Officer, oOh! Media








“We have seen it all and worked with the very best. I believe SLAP offers a path to improving our client experience like no one else does.”




James Quigley
Chief Executive Officer, Deloitte








	
“Amongst their valuable solutions, SLAP is uniquely effective in clarifying what is personally important to executives in order to recommit them to their work. I was a senior executive at both Oracle and Microsoft and witnessed the impact on our executives in both of those companies.

We are getting the same results at Electronic Arts.”







Gabrielle Toledano
Senior Vice President, Human Resources, Electronic Arts








	
“After a single exposure to Stan Slap’s unique thinking, we asked him to join our board of directors. His company’s solutions stick. They immediately entered the pulse and bloodstream of this company.”




 




Kris McDivitt
President, Patagonia








	
“I have been on the inside of a company that became a brand and I can tell you that SLAP has the most accurate process I’ve ever seen for causing that to happen in your company.”







Allen Olivo
Senior Vice President of Marketing, Apple








	
“From Proctor and Gamble to PepsiCo, I’ve had a lot of management theory in my career. The SLAP company blows everything else away in terms of substance and impact.”







Kip Knight
President, H&R Block International Retail








	
“I have employed many big strategic thinkers over the years. Noel Tichy, Michael Porter, and C.K. Prahalad are a few that come immediately to mind. I have learned more from Stan Slap than from any of these people.

The lessons of his company’s solutions continue to echo in my head as the ultimate truth about how a business should be run.”







Benjamin Putterman
Director of Learning and Development, Tesla








	
“The full SLAP approach to creating what they call a ‘brandable customer experience’ does exactly that. Their process is the best I’ve seen in all my years in business.”







Richard Cohen
Chief Executive Officer, North America, Ermenegildo Zegna








	
“The internal commitment generated for us by SLAP is priceless.”







Bill Guibor
Chief Operating Officer, Hallmark








I wish we'd had SLAP at GE during our branding efforts.



Beth Comstock
Vice Chair, General Electric













PLENTY MORE TESTIMONIALS













The True Definition of Culture

Three groups are deciding the success of
your business while you read this sentence.
Here’s what to do about it.



















When your manager culture, your employee culture, and your customer culture want something to happen in your company, it will happen. When they don’t, it won’t. We’re not talking about a bunch of managers, employees, and customers here. When these groups formed relationships with your company they became cultures and became far more resistant to standard methods of corporate influence.

Given that the success of your company and your career involves achieving results through others, understanding the true motivations of a culture is the most critical information you can have. As critical is that “culture” remains the most overused, yet typically least understood, concept in business. Let’s fix that for you right now.

Why a culture exists

A culture is created whenever a group of people share the same basic living circumstances and so band together to share beliefs about the rules of survival and emotional prosperity. “How do we survive, living in this jungle [this company], in this tribe [this team], with this chief [this manager]? Once we know we’re going to be okay, how do we then get rewarded emotionally and avoid punishment?” Your culture is not the beliefs about “the way things are done around here.” That’s just the currency of the culture. Your culture is the self-protective organism that obsessively collects information, attempts to validate its credibility, and shares its beliefs privately amongst itself as a guide to its own survival.

A culture is an independent organism, living right inside your company, with its own purpose and all the power to make or break any management plan. Its purpose is to protect itself, and it will only offer protection to your company when it perceives a reliable through line between happens for the company with what happens for the culture. Cultural commitment only happens when your culture believes that protecting the company is the same as protecting itself.

The bad news

A culture is an information-gathering organism designed to assure its own survival. As such, its antennae is working constantly, its credibility detector is nearly infallible, its perceptions are alarmingly accurate, and its memory is elephantine. You can’t bluff, bribe, or bully a culture into sustainably believing or doing anything. You can’t tell it what to believe and you can’t stop it from existing. Your cultures are not anti-company, anti-management, or anti-performance, but they are definitely anti-unsafe and will resist anything that poses perceived risk to their survival and emotional prosperity.

The much better news

Your cultures will give you whatever you want. You just have to give them what they want first. Respecting what they want is the difference between their defiance and their compliance. Remember: It is not the responsibility of your cultures to understand your business logic; it is the responsibility of your business to understand the cultures’ logic. Get this and you will be unbeatable in any market you choose to own.

The ultimate impact

The biggest commitment your cultures can give you won’t be seen until they need to show it: If your company ever gets into trouble, only a committed culture will step up to save you. You may not need this protective evangelism from your cultures today, but you’ll need it someday — every company needs it one day. You can’t bank it when you need it; you have to put it away ahead of time.

Maximizing the commitment of your manager, employee, and customer cultures is not only about achieving performance. It is about achieving performance insurance.













MAKE THE CALL










Let’s talk about measurable results that can only come from the maximum commitment of your manager, employee, and customer cultures.

SLAP

450 Geary St.
Suite 100
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 362-1240











Lead Capture General







First Name
*





Last Name
*





Email
*





Phone






Company Name
*





Title
*





Check all that apply



  URGENCY: Something has to happen right, right now.

 FRUSTRATION: Things need to happen in a different way.

 DESIRE: We want to be better than the best for our internal and customer cultures.








Submit Request
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Your performance strategies may be rocket science.

Perfect.

We're in the rocket fuel business.
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not use my personal information.

Cookie settingsACCEPT


Manage consent
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSALBCORS	7 days	This cookie is used for load balancing services provded by Amazon inorder to optimize the user experience. Amazon has updated the ALB and CLB so that customers can continue to use the CORS request with stickness.
	cookielawinfo-checbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Advertisement".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	PHPSESSID	session	This cookie is native to PHP applications. The cookie is used to store and identify a users' unique session ID for the purpose of managing user session on the website. The cookie is a session cookies and is deleted when all the browser windows are closed.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	__cfduid	1 month	The cookie is used by cdn services like CloudFare to identify individual clients behind a shared IP address and apply security settings on a per-client basis. It does not correspond to any user ID in the web application and does not store any personally identifiable information.
	__stripe_mid	1 year	This cookie is set by Stripe payment gateway. This cookie is used to enable payment on the website without storing any patment information on a server.
	__stripe_sid	30 minutes	This cookie is set by Stripe payment gateway. This cookie is used to enable payment on the website without storing any patment information on a server.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	bcookie	2 years	This cookie is set by linkedIn. The purpose of the cookie is to enable LinkedIn functionalities on the page.
	lang	session	This cookie is used to store the language preferences of a user to serve up content in that stored language the next time user visit the website.
	lidc	1 day	This cookie is set by LinkedIn and used for routing.

 










Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	YSC	session	This cookies is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos.
	_gat	1 minute	This cookies is installed by Google Universal Analytics to throttle the request rate to limit the colllection of data on high traffic sites.

 










Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	vuid	2 years	This domain of this cookie is owned by Vimeo. This cookie is used by vimeo to collect tracking information. It sets a unique ID to embed videos to the website.
	_ga	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assign a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors.
	_gid	1 day	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to store information of how visitors use a website and helps in creating an analytics report of how the wbsite is doing. The data collected including the number visitors, the source where they have come from, and the pages viisted in an anonymous form.
	_hjFirstSeen	30 minutes	This is set by Hotjar to identify a new user’s first session. It stores a true/false value, indicating whether this was the first time Hotjar saw this user. It is used by Recording filters to identify new user sessions.

 










Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	bscookie	2 years	This cookie is a browser ID cookie set by Linked share Buttons and ad tags.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Used by Google DoubleClick and stores information about how the user uses the website and any other advertisement before visiting the website. This is used to present users with ads that are relevant to them according to the user profile.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	This cookie is set by doubleclick.net. The purpose of the cookie is to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	This cookie is set by Youtube. Used to track the information of the embedded YouTube videos on a website.
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Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	ABCGuestID	17 years 10 months 5 days 2 hours	No description
	ABC_FF	2 hours	No description
	ABC_LD		No description
	AnalyticsSyncHistory	1 month	No description
	AWSALB	7 days	AWSALB is a cookie generated by the Application load balancer in the Amazon Web Services. It works slightly different from AWSELB.
	click_mobile		No description
	CONSENT	16 years 10 months 5 days 2 hours	No description
	gdpr-source		No description
	JSESSSIONID		No description
	location_data		No description
	m	2 years	No description
	STYXKEY_PATCH_CONFIG	1 year	No description
	UserMatchHistory	1 month	Linkedin - Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in order to present relevant advertisement based on the visitor's preferences.
	wp_country	1 hour	No description
	_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress	30 minutes	No description
	_hjid	1 year	This cookie is set by Hotjar. This cookie is set when the customer first lands on a page with the Hotjar script. It is used to persist the random user ID, unique to that site on the browser. This ensures that behavior in subsequent visits to the same site will be attributed to the same user ID.
	_hjIncludedInPageviewSample	2 minutes	No description
	_lb	8 hours	No description
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